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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
 
 When I first started this project I did not know what to expect. I was told the purpose of the research 
project would be about learning what leadership theories are perceived by K-12 and higher education 
administrators as contributing most to their practice. I had minimal knowledge of how leadership theories 
applied to education. Our research group consists of two undergraduate students, one graduate student, and 
two professors. The research team meets weekly to discuss research, analyze data, and review reports.  
 
 It has been interesting learning how to work within the group. One aspect that has been intriguing has 
been the different roles each person in the group plays. I identified the different roles through observing the 
group in our meetings, communication, and how we went about starting to conduct research. Our professors 
on the team helped with a lot of the official paperwork as well as helping the students grow their knowledge 
on the subject. The graduate student has worked hard collecting a variety of published research. The other 
undergraduate student and myself have worked on collecting contact information, conducting research, and 
putting a survey together. We never laid out who would do the different areas of work throughout the 
project, but we all just jumped in to start working. Working on a research group has helped each of us grow 
in multiple skill sets.  
 
 Once we are done collecting and analyzing data, our research can be applied to future research projects. 
Our research can help enable another team who wants to dig deeper into the application of leadership 
theories in education. This research could help in discovering the perceived value in the development of a 
K-16 model that would merge the existing dual system and could make a significant impact for the 
possibility of a smoother transition for all students across the nation.  This knowledge could lead to 
improved practices associated with leading student learning, achievement, academic advancement and 
overall development of students and future educational leaders.  
 
 Being on a research team has been an experience that was unexpected. We have had the opportunity to 
grow our knowledge on a topic that we had minimal knowledge on. I have learned how there are a variety 
of leadership theories and different kinds of leaders in the world. Some of the different types of leadership 
theories we looked at are transformational, servant, distributive, democratic/autocratic, and 
situational/contingency. All of these theories have different aspects to them, and they can influence how an 
individual is a leader to others. Through this project, I have learned that it is necessary to have different 
types of leaders in the world. 
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